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I am a German living in Scotland since 2007. I came here with no proper job, I 
started to live and work for board and lodging in a hostel. Eventually I met my 
partner, we bought a smallholding in Aberdeenshire and lived there happily ever 
after, well, till the referendum. 

A week before I started to panic as I read about lots of Germans applying for British 
Citizenship of fear of being chucked out. I didn't know up till then, that Germany had 
changed the law about dual nationality. On the morning of the 24th June, there was 
a big thunderstorm with us and we knew that wasn't good. 

Now, I'm sitting here, I don't know what's going to happen. I panicked and started 
filling in the 85 page form for leave to remain, but I'm not sure, if I actually earned 
enough money to qualify as self-employed. If not, I as I found out now, I should have 
had complete health insurance, despite the NHS never asking for anything like it, but 
accepting me into the system. 

I am paying my National Insurance Contribution (despite not earning enough) and 
I'm certainly not lazy. There's plenty of work at our little project. Not only are there 10 
acres of land, but also a historic watermill in desperate need of restoration, the 
house needs doing up, too. So I spend a lot of time working without getting paid, 
mostly growing vegetables, chopping wood, planting trees, helping my (British) 
partner carrying slates up and down ladders, etc. But no pay. It saves a lot of money, 
which we don't have to earn in the first place. But now. turns out, that was all 
wrong... 

Is it that earning money is all that counts in this country? 

I am also active in my community, mostly in the SWI, but we also support local 
events at our Hall and in the nearby town. 

I started to panic, as I said, so I did actually take my Life in the UK test and this 
week, I will sit my English language test. But I'm not sure now, if I should fill in my 
Leave to Remain, because it might be bad, if they say, I don't qualify, but later, it 
might not matter how much I've earned, but only for how long I've lived here. 

Most people I ask for advice simply say, nobody knows, and for now nothing is 
changing. But filling in forms always takes time, and it costs money to do all this, the 
85 page form costs 65 quid, the UK test was 50 and the language test is 150! And 
that's only the start. 

If Britain leaves the EU, I will have to apply first in Germany to keep my German 
citizenship, which is another form and will cost more money, and it will take time, 
especially, if 2,4 Million people (or however many there are) all do the same. 
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I would like to see this government standing up for us and protecting our rights, I 
would like to make Brexit or "wrex it" as not to have happened, but now, we should 
deal with it and try to make the best of it. I still can't quite believe that the people 
actually voted for it (I wasn't allowed...), but now, that's that. I don't really care that 
my savings in Euros are worth more now, I rather would see the British government 
at least trying to put this country back together again, because I care for it and its 
people. I like living here. 

I am not convinced that Scottish Independence would improve my situation, as the 
last time round, it wasn't clear if Scotland can stay in as a member or had to reapply, 
which would take years. So what's different now? 

What I would like to see, is Nicola going down to Westminster and telling them, no, 
convincing them, that Scotland needs the EU-trade and free movement, otherwise, 
we might fall off the edge and then they will have to bail us out (if they can, that is).  
Yesterday I've learnt that 90% of strawberries and other soft fruit are picked by 
European workers, this is a farming area, so the EU subsidies will be gravely 
missed, once they're gone... 

My life is rather in bits right now and nobody seems to be able to give any advice. It's 
a horrible situation, I'm sure, I'm not the only one, but maybe, I worry a bit much 
sometimes. I wish though desperately, they would tell us, either hip or hop, what is 
going to happen to our lives. We've planted about a 1000 trees, and I would like to 
see them grow up, that is one of our investments into our future. Not only will it be 
firewood, but it will be a forest garden, an edible three-dimensional garden that has a 
low impact and even captures carbon. We spent/are spending a lot of time and effort 
trying to make it work (a challenge in Scottish climes), but the first trees have 
outgrown me in height, which is amazing. 

I really don't want to throw away my entire life and start again from scratch in a 
country I don't want to live in. Not that Germany is bad, but I simply love Scotland 
(that's why I came). 


